IT Training Press Releases (Jun 13)
Epic wins prestigious International E-learning Award for mobile learning
Epic | 28 Jun 2013
The 2013 International E-learning Awards have been announced, and for the second year in a row, Epic
has won in the mobile learning category. Epic and Alfred Dunhill were announced as the Runner up
winners for their product knowledge apps, which also picked up a bronze award in the UK at the Elearning Age Awards.
Eukleia Training announces release of Supervisory Responsibilities elearning course
Eukleia Training | London, UK | 27 Jun 2013
GRC training specialist Eukleia Training announces the release of a new elearning course on Supervisory
Responsibilities. In response to the recent incidences that have caused significant financial and
reputational damage to regulated firms, this course highlights how the lessons learnt can help current
supervisors perform their role more effectively.
Upside Learning Helping Organisations To Get More From An LMS
Upside Learning | Pune | 27 Jun 2013
With an aim to equip organizations in deriving ‘more’ benefits out of their LMSs, Upside Learning will be
conducting a webinar: ‘8 Ways To Get MORE Out Of Your LMS’ on 9th July.
Tata Interactive Systems presented with 25 Best E-Learning Companies at the Global E-Learning
Awards
Tata Interactive Systems | Mumbai, INDIA | 27 Jun 2013
Global E-Learning Awards recognize the Best of the Best and focus on Innovations in Technology
Enhanced Learning.
Open Source Authoring Project Brings Elearning Industry Together on 2 July
Kineo | London | 26 Jun 2013
City & Guilds and Kineo are bringing the elearning industry together at a unique event to discuss a new
open source authoring project. The aim is to take their award winning elearning framework, Adapt, and
collaboratively create an authoring tool that is owned and governed by the elearning community.
Interested parties may attend the initial discussions in London on 2 July.
Jurys Inns Learners Continue to Grow With Totara
Totara | Wellington, New Zealand | 26 Jun 2013
Jurys Inn is a hotel chain with over 1,900 employees working in a busy 24/7 environment, in 35 locations
across the UK and Ireland. With a growing, distributed workforce comprising a young demographic,
comprehensive and engaging learning was key to success.

Xyleme LCMS releases dozens of new content development features in 39 update
Xyleme | Boulder, CO | 26 Jun 2013
Award-winning LCMS platform introduces “build your own HTML5 objects” which enhance rich interactive
media development
Saffron Interactives survey on workplace stress and mental resilience
Saffron Interactive | UK | 25 Jun 2013
Having developed online courses on mental health for TfL and Amnesty International, the bespoke digital
learning company Saffron Interactive is launching a new online survey on workplace resilience. It aims to
benchmark how organisations are measuring the impact of mental distress and what they are doing to
address it.
30 Under 30 Learning Leadership Program Announced
The MASIE Center | Saratoga Springs, NY | 25 Jun 2013
Elliott Masie’s Learning 2013 Embraces Emerging Leaders

Accessplanit appoint new Commercial Director
Accessplanit | 25 Jun 2013
Lancaster based software development house accessplanit strengthen their management team to
support expansion plans.
KPN Leverages Saba to Improve Competitiveness and Drive Growth Across Europe
Saba Software | Bracknell | 25 Jun 2013
Saba’s Unified Learning Management Suite, Delivered Through Cloud Solution Provider Bloomville,
Enables Standardised Training and Development for 23,000 Employees.
Kallidus to speak at Civil Service Live on talent management
Kallidus | Cirencester, U.K. | 25 Jun 2013
Kallidus, the leading provider of learning and talent management solutions, will be taking to the floor at
the Civil Service Live exhibition, 2-3 July 2013 at Olympia London, to discuss managing talent within the
public service sector.
eBooks for Learning MASIE 7 Minute Futures Survey
The MASIE Center | Saratoga Springs, NY | 21 Jun 2013

The eBook of tomorrow may include video, assessment, performance support and more. Take a 7 Minute
survey on the future of the eBook for Learning.
Eukleia Training announces release of Model Code elearning course
Eukleia Training | London, UK | 21 Jun 2013
GRC training specialist Eukleia Training announces the release of a new elearning course on the Model
Code. The Model Code is published by the UK Listing Authority (UKLA) and provides rules and guidance
for Directors and senior executives of UK listed companies when dealing in shares in their own company.
Kineo Celebrates New Office Opening
Kineo | Brighton | 20 Jun 2013
Local Green MP Caroline Lucas attended the opening of Kineo’s new Brighton office on 14th June.
Speexx wins the prestigious 2013 IELA Award
Speexx | München | 20 Jun 2013
International body celebrates Speexx’s continued success as an outstanding and innovative blended
learning solution provider.
Guardian report best professional bodies lead universities with online learning
WillowDNA | 19 Jun 2013
Debbie Lawley, MD at WillowDNA interviewed by Helena Pozniak from the Guardian on what
postgraduate programme providers can learn from online professional education.
Jane Pauley to Keynote Elliott Masies Learning 2013
The MASIE Center | Saratoga Springs, NY | 19 Jun 2013
Jane Pauley just announced as a featured keynote speaker on Boomers in the Workplace at Elliott
Masie's Learning 2013.
neuTrain Launches Innovative Content Sharing Platform
neuTrain | London | 19 Jun 2013
Backed by industry experts, neutrain is a not for profit community of professionals who share their training
materials on line. Their aim is to increase the efficiency of the training world by reducing the reproduction
of materials and to increase accessibility to training content by removing cost.
Acteon supports Towards Maturitys latest In-Focus report Aligning learning to business
Acteon Communication and Learning | United Kingdom | 19 Jun 2013

Acteon is delighted to be supporting Towards Maturity in their latest In-Focus Report: Aligning learning to
business – the 7 habits of highly aligned learning and development teams.
The Docebo E-Learning platform embeds now a PDF PPT converter to easily build multimedia
courses
DOCEBO | 19 Jun 2013
Companies and trainers are now able to upload their training materials, converting PowerPoint
presentations and PDF files into trackable Learning Objects
New software implementation best practice whitepaper from accessplanit
Accessplanit | 19 Jun 2013
In a new whitepaper accessplanit discuss the process of selecting a new software provider; what to
consider and prioritise and lessons learned.
Epic announces new partnership with Redware
Epic | 17 Jun 2013
Market leading learning technology companies Epic and Redware have today announced a landmark
partnership which will see the integration of two highly acclaimed mobile learning products, changing the
way mobile content is delivered for good.
Totara 24 Open Badges and the Future of Education in Healthcare
Totara | Wellington, New Zealand | 17 Jun 2013
In our recent white paper, Open Badges – a new catalyst for learning design, we pointed out the
incredible potential for open badges to go mainstream rapidly to help solve a longstanding problem: a
disconnect between learning paths, corporate training outcomes and vocational outcomes.
Saffron Interactive to offer very very informative Spicy Learning Guide to visitors at Learning Tech
Saffron Interactive | London | 17 Jun 2013
Saffron Interactive, the digital learning and communications provider, is taking part in the Learning
Technologies Summer Forum, London Tuesday 18 June and is offering visitors a copy of its ‘Spicy
Learning Guide: 101 e-learning tips’.
Speexx calls for organisations to capitalise on workforce development and global talent mobility
Speexx | Munich | 17 Jun 2013
Speexx, the leading global provider of online communication skills training, has called for global
organisations to capitalise on greater talent development and mobility, and is offering a number of online
guidelines and whitepapers to HR and L&D professionals worldwide.
The future of learning and development explored in London this week

Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills | London | 16 Jun 2013
The Learning and Skills Group Conference, an annual debate with leading L&D professionals, and the
Learning Technologies Summer Forum 2013, a showcase of learning suppliers and supporting
organisations, are taking place in London at Olympia this week on Tuesday 18 June.
LINE to speak on mobile at the Learning Technologies Summer Forum
LINE Communications | London | 14 Jun 2013
LINE Communications, key sponsors of the Learning & Skills Group will be exhibiting and speaking at the
Learning Technologies Summer Forum which will take place alongside the Learning & Skills Group
Conference on the 18th of June at London Olympia.
Upside Learning Makes Performance Support On The Go Priceless
Upside Learning | Pune | 14 Jun 2013
Upside Learning has unveiled pricing plans for its performance support platform for on-the-go learners,
Upside2Go, today. The platform’s comprehensive feature list, awards and recognitions, now combined
with the highly competitive pricing, makes performance support on the go truly priceless for L&D
departments and organizations.

The role of e-learning in improving healthcare services
Webanywhere | 13 Jun 2013
Webanywhere releases its response to the Francis Report: An assessment of the role of e-learning in
putting patients first.
Upside Learning To Conduct mEnablement And Going Mobile Consultancy And QA Sessions
Upside Learning | Pune | 13 Jun 2013
As a part of its sponsorship of the upcoming Learning Technologies Summer Forum, Upside Learning will
be conducting three 90-minute consultancy and Q&A sessions on ‘mEnablement and Going Mobile’.
These no holds barred sessions will answer the ‘What, Why & How’ of adopting mLearning at the
workplace.
Docebo helps Media and Publishing Companies shifting from traditional classroom training to
online
DOCEBO | 13 Jun 2013
A brand new Docebo - Trinity Mirror case study explains how online learning technologies can help media
& publishing Companies managing blended curricula including classroom based training, E-Learning, and
mobile learning.
Tin Can helps Transition Associates to make elearning engaging

Transition Associates | Kent, UK | 12 Jun 2013
Transition Associates, a UK developer of elearning and mobile learning, is investing in the new Tin Can elearning standard to make the next generation of learning on mobile devices more engaging, and is using
the ‘millionaire’ game format to show course authors its advantages.
Richardson Launches New Research Report Content Marketing and Sales Effectiveness
Richardson | 12 Jun 2013
Richardson, a leading sales training and strategy execution company, in partnership with SellingPower
Magazine, today launched a new research report: 'Content Marketing and Sales Effectiveness,
Establishing a Cohesive, Two-way Stream Between your Sales Team and Marketing Department'.
Global Knowledge Wins Cisco Geographical Region Awards for Learning Partner of the Year at
Cisco Par
Global Knowledge | Wokingham (UK) | 12 Jun 2013
Global Knowledge announced today that it is the recipient of Cisco Partner Summit Geographical Region
awards for Learning Partner of the Year. Cisco unveiled the winners during its annual partner conference
that took place last week in Boston (United States).
Virtual College celebrates one millionth learner
Virtual College | Ilkley, England | 11 Jun 2013
Online training provider, Virtual College, has passed the milestone of delivering online learning to over
one million learners; Company forecasts further growth for 2013.
Behaviour change through emotional investment is focus of Saffrons seminar at Learning
Technologies
Saffron Interactive | UK | 11 Jun 2013
Learners are working longer, harder, and with less job security. So why should they care about driving
through the changes that organisations need to survive? On 18 June a seminar by Saffron Interactive will
demonstrate how e-learning can play an indispensable role in creating emotional investment.
City Guilds and Kineo Announce Open Source Authoring Tool Project and Invite Industry to Event
Kineo | Brighton, UK | 11 Jun 2013
City & Guilds and Kineo are inviting interested organisations to come together to discuss making Adapt,
their award-winning multi-device elearning framework, into an open source project. The event will take
place Tuesday, 2 July, at the Goldsmith’s Centre in London (UK).
Upside Learning To Present eLearning On Tablets What Why How Seminar At Learning
Technologies Summ
Upside Learning | Pune, India | 11 Jun 2013

As a sponsor and exhibitor at the Learning Technologies Summer Forum to be held in Olympia 2, London
on 18th June alongside the Learning and Skills Group Conference, Upside Learning will help
organizations understand ‘what’ is eLearning on tablets, ‘why’ should they be considering it and ‘how’ can
they get started via its seminar - eLearning on Tablets – What, Why & How?
Getting LD to the top table at this years Learning Technologies Summer Forum
WillowDNA | 11 Jun 2013
Debbie Lawley, CEO of WillowDNA challenges the current focus on compliance with a call to the
Learning Community to lead the charge in creating the strategic agenda for online learning.
Popular weekly news programme presenter Spencer Kelly to speak at LEARNING LIVE
Learning and Performance Institute | Coventry, UK | 10 Jun 2013
Guests of LEARNING LIVE to gain a fascinating insight into business critical technologies as Spencer
Kelly signs up as keynote speaker for the 2013 event on 11-12th September 2013
Virtual College named in EdTech 20 top elearning businesses
Virtual College | Ilkley, UK | 09 Jun 2013
Virtual College has been included in the European EdTech 20, a listing of the top 20 elearning companies
in Europe, a strong endorsement of its innovation and academy-led strategy to build more meaningful
elearning for companies and learners.
Epic named finalist in EdTech 20 as one of the most innovative e-learning companies in Europe
Epic | 07 Jun 2013
Epic is proud to announce that it has been chosen by Edxus Group and IBIS Capital as a finalist in the
EdTech 20 ranking which lists the top 20 e-learning companies in Europe. The finalists are judged in
terms of innovation, scale, market impact and revenue growth over the past year by an industry-leading
panel.
Putting Tin Can to work
Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills | London | 06 Jun 2013
E-learning professionals will explore the Tin Can API at two sessions during the upcoming Learning and
Skills Group Conference in London on 18 June.
IMIST Online adopted in Sakhalin Island by one of the worlds biggest integrated oil and gas
projects
Atlas | Aberden, UK | 06 Jun 2013
Sakhalin-2 has adopted OPITO IMIST (International Minimum Industry Safety Training) Online; the
ground-breaking global training initiative delivered by Atlas for the oil and gas industry. Sakhalin Energy
has committed to rolling out IMIST across the Sakhalin-2 project over the next three years; where over
2,000 staff and contractors will complete the online safety training programme.

LINE to deliver workshop on Learning Portals at iVentiv Learning and Development in Hamburg
LINE Communications | London | 06 Jun 2013
LINE will be running a workshop on learning portals at the iVentiv Learning and Development Executive
Knowledge Exchange which will take place in Hamburg on the 6th and 7th of June.
Epic sponsors Learning and Skills Group Conference
Epic | 06 Jun 2013
Epic is sponsoring the upcoming Learning and Skills Group Conference on the 18th June at London
Olympia 2 as well as exhibiting and speaking at the concurrent Learning Technologies Summer Forum.
Towards Maturity launches the 2013 Benchmark Study to help organisations measure the
effectiveness o
Towards Maturity | London, UK | 06 Jun 2013
Learning and development research company Towards Maturity launches its tenth year of Benchmark
research, the largest study of L&D effectiveness in Europe. The study is open to L&D leaders across all
sectors and it is free to take part. Participants can access the study on the Towards Maturity website at
http://tinyurl.com/TMB2013
Brightwave announces sponsorship of the Towards Maturity Finance Benchmarking Group
following releas
Brightwave | 05 Jun 2013
Next generation learning partner Brightwave has demonstrated its commitment to the finance sector with
the sponsorship of the Towards Maturity Finance Industry Benchmark Group.
QA trainers named vExperts by VMware
QA | London, UK | 05 Jun 2013
Trainers Bryan O’Connor and Andy Fox recognised by VMware in its 2013 vExperts list
Upside Learning invests in Towards Maturity's 2013 e-enabled learning study
Upside Learning | Pune, India | 05 Jun 2013
Upside Learning is continuing its support for the work carried out by Towards Maturity and, a year after
joining its Ambassador Programme, will be supporting the research organization in conducting the
Benchmark Survey for 2013.
Learning design challenge at the Learning and Skills Group Conference
Learning Technologies and Learning and Skills | London | 04 Jun 2013
From ‘ticking the box’ to changes in behaviour: three L&D leaders will stretch their design muscles in the
Learning Design Challenge at this June’s Learning and Skills Group Conference.

George Takei to Keynote Elliott Masies Learning 2013
The MASIE Center | Saratoga Springs, NY | 04 Jun 2013
George Takei just announced as a featured keynote speaker at Elliott Masie's Learning 2013.
Kineo Showcase the latest in Learning Technologies at LT Summer Forum
Kineo | Brighton, UK | 04 Jun 2013
Kineo, the global leader in learning solutions, will showcase its latest innovations at the first Learning
Technologies Summer Forum in London later this month. These include the award-winning Adapt
framework for multi-device learning, and a campaign-led approach to L&D inspired by marketing best
practices.
Global Knowledge UK wins Microsoft Learning Partner of the Year 2013
Global Knowledge | Wokingham (UK) | 04 Jun 2013
~ IT training provider is recognised by the Microsoft Worldwide Partner Awards for their innovative V&C
Select™ learning solution ~
Towards Maturity releases new Spotlight on Finance report and announces Brightwave
sponsorship of To
Towards Maturity | London, UK | 03 Jun 2013
Towards Maturity announces the release of the new “Spotlight on Finance” report which profiles Learning
& Development activity across the finance industry from a wealth of benchmarking data. The Finance
sector is analysed and compared against top learning companies across all sectors who are achieving
the highest impact in the workplace using learning technologies.
Towards Maturity to facilitate new benchmark forum for LD professionals in the Legal Sector
Towards Maturity | London, UK | 03 Jun 2013
Towards Maturity in conjunction with Redtray Solutions will host a network event on Thursday June 13th
'21st Century Learning for 21st Century Legal Firms' in London.
Upside Learning Helps Organizations To Get More Out OF Their LMS Via New eBook
Upside Learning | Pune, India | 03 Jun 2013
To help organizations in getting ‘more’ benefits from their existing or future LMS, Upside Learning today
has released a new eBook, titled ‘Getting More Out Of Your LMS: 10 Pointers’. The eBook is authored by
Amit Gautam, Co-founder, Upside Learning.
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